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2019
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Scheme

A Message from the Principal
There are many costs associated with providing quality educational opportunities which all students
deserve. For an annual fee Calamvale Community College offers a Student Resource Scheme (SRS) as
an economical alternative for the provision of high quality resources for their students.
SRS is organised by the College, operates under the policy and guidelines of the Department of
Education (DoE) and is endorsed annually by the P & C Association. Participation in the scheme
is optional, however before you make your decision, please read the contents of this document
to see how you are able to make savings.
Payment options are also available. Please complete the final pages to formalise your participation in
the scheme and to advise of your payment intentions. Should you be experiencing financial difficulties
please contact the Business Service Manager to discuss your payment options.
Books and resources are purchased by the College in bulk and in advance to secure discounts and
to ensure students have what they need to start the year and each additional term.
I look forward to your support in ensuring your student starts day one prepared and
resourced for the academic challenges ahead.

Regards





Lisa Starmer
Executive Principal

Please read this document
If you are requiring to complete a
‘part payment form’ please contact
the Finance office.
If you wish to participate through
Centrepay deductions, please use
student’s EQ ID number as the
account number. This form is
available from the Finance office.

www.calamvalecc.eq.edu.au
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Introducing digital texts to CCC
With the introduction of a new senior certification system comes new learning expectations and assessment
– we endeavour to keep our community abreast of any relevant information as it becomes available. Most of
our attention has been focussed on the units to be studied, the timing of this work, and the nature of
assessment, so that we can best prepare our students for their Year 12 experience in 2020. The most
recent information has indicated the need for students to store documents for extended periods of time, and
to submit senior assessment through digital portals so that they can be quickly accessed and processed. As
such, all students in their senior years will require access to digital devices for use in classrooms and for
assessment submission.
As a result of this, all senior students attending the College in 2019 will need to have a portable digital
device, such as a tablet, iPad or laptop. A smart phone is insufficient. In keeping with this requirement,
students in Years 10 to 12 will access their textbooks in digital format. This decision to adopt to digital
textbooks has been discussed and ratified by the P&C at a recent meeting. This transition from the
traditional paper-based format will greatly benefit our students – digital textbooks can be loaded onto
students’ devices, thus making them accessible anywhere and at any time for the duration of their course.
This removes the need for students to transport heavy texts to and from home, the costly exercise of
replacing damaged books, and the need for class sets. Digital textbooks will also provide high-quality,
curriculum-aligned information for students, including some interactive capacity, and most texts cover two, if
not three years of learning from Years 10 to 12.
Documentation will soon be distributed outlining how to access digital texts, the associated costs, and the
subsequent changes to the Student Resource Scheme payments.
Purchases will be made through an external provider, Campion, and families of students (including IB) in
Years 10 to 12 will deal directly with this company. The College will continue to provide technical support
for students with regards to their laptops, though no responsibility will be taken for repairs. Lockers will
continue to be available throughout the Secondary School, and will be allocated upon request.
Keeping in line with an increasingly digital world, the College will also introduce digital textbooks to Year 7
in 2019. This decision – which has also been ratified by the P&C – will remove the need for us to purchase
new paper-based texts and will allow our younger Secondary students to become familiar with this digital
format.
The packages available to Junior Secondary students are very impressive in price, quality, and breadth of
subjects covered in a purchased bundle of digital texts. There are bundles of texts covering all subjects that
students can sample in Years 7, 8 and 9. After investigating the requisite costs surrounding this change, the
College has made the decision to purchases the licences for Year 7, as it is significantly cheaper for schools
than it is for parents. Students will be provided with codes to access Year 7 text bundles after payment is
received. Parents will however be responsible for providing the device for students. More information will
be provided with minimum specifications for all digital devices.
2019 Summary of Secondary School Student Resource Scheme Changes
Together with the P&C, the College has reached an agreement as to the Student Resources Scheme charges
for 2019. These updated charges will reflect the introduction of digital texts in Years 7, 10, 11 and 12.
2018
2019

7
$180
$250

8
$180
$175

9
$180
$175

10

11

12

$180

$185

$170
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CALAMVALE COMMUNITY COLLEGE
STUDENT RESOURCE SCHEME
Statement of intent
A parent is directly responsible for providing the student with textbooks and other resources for a student's use while
attending Calamvale Community College. As a service to assist parents with the cost of these educational resources,
the College may choose to operate a student resource scheme (the scheme).
The purpose of the scheme is to provide the parent with a cost effective alternative to purchasing textbooks, resources,
consumables and/or materials from elsewhere, through reduced prices gained from the College's bulk purchasing
processes.
A student resource scheme enables a parent to enter into a written agreement (Participation Form) with the College
that, in return for payment of a specified annual participation fee provides for the participating student's temporary use
of prescribed textbooks, equipment, student intranet access and other resources and/or for the purchase by the parent
of consumables and materials for the student's use.
The scheme provides the entire package for the specified participation fee and is not available in parts unless specifically
provided for by the College in the scheme fee structure. The scheme is to be referred to by the school as the Student
Resource Scheme, regardless of the extent of goods and services provided by the College, for example textbooks, hire
of musical instruments. The operation of the scheme is supported annually by the Parents and Citizens' Association
(P&C).
Participation in the scheme is voluntary, and no obligation is placed on a parent to participate. A parent's decision to
participate is based on consideration of the value afforded by the scheme. If a parent chooses to participate in the
scheme and completes a Participation Form then a participation fee will be due and payable by the parent by the end of
Term 4.
On lodgment of the completed Participation Agreement Form with the College and payment of the participation fee in
accordance with the agreed payment arrangement, the school shall provide the items to the student when due for the
student's use. Payment of the participation fee by the parent is a requirement for continued participation in the scheme.
An unpaid fee will be subject to the school's debt recovery processes.
A parent who does not wish to join the scheme is responsible for providing the student with the items that would
otherwise have been provided to the student by the scheme as detailed on the Textbooks/Resources Requirements List
to enable the student to engage with the curriculum. Parents of school aged students who choose not to participate in
the scheme should refer to the paragraph 38 of the Student Resource Scheme Terms and Conditions.
The student resource scheme includes textbooks and/or educational resources that, in the absence of the scheme,
would normally be purchased by the parent for the student's use at school. The scheme may include printed material
such as workbooks and worksheets, produced by the school in lieu of a prescribed textbook. All items provided for
temporary student use by the scheme remain the property of the scheme and shall be returned at the end of the
education program or school year or when the student leaves the College, whichever is the earlier. Items provided for
temporary student use shall be kept in good condition by the student. Where an issued item is lost or negligently
damaged or not returned, the parent will be invoiced and required to pay the replacement cost of the item.
The student resource scheme does not include:
 Voluntary financial contribution request to supplement the instruction, administration and facilities for
the education of the student at the school
 resources funded by the state through grant funding to provide a core educational service
 Co-curricula school activities such as excursions, camps, performances, and formals.
Before a student can be considered for participation in an optional school activity (non-curricular), a parent who has
joined the scheme is expected to have:

fully paid the student resource scheme participation fee or
 paid the student resource scheme participation fee up to and including the term in which the school activity
takes place or
 made regular on-going payments towards the student resource scheme annual participation fee, as previously
arranged with the Business Services Manager.
Parents experiencing financial hardship are encouraged to contact the Business Services Manager to discuss payment or
resourcing options that may be available to accommodate their circumstances.
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STUDENT RESOURCE SCHEME
TERMS AND CONDITIONS
Privacy Statement
The Department of Education and Training, through the school, is collecting your
personal information in accordance with section 51 of the Education (General
Provisions) Act 2006 in order to administer the Student Resource Scheme in an
efficient, ethical and secure manner. The information will only be accessed by
school employees administering the scheme. Some of this information may be
given to departmental employees for the purpose of debt recovery. Your
information will not be given to any other person or agency unless you have given
permission or the Department of Education and Training is authorised or required
by law to make the disclosure.
Purpose of the Scheme
1.
In accordance with the Education (General Provisions) Act 2006, the cost of
providing instruction, administration and facilities for the education of
students enrolled at State schools who are Australian citizens or permanent
residents, or children of Australian citizens or permanent residents, is met by
the State.
2.
Parents are directly responsible for providing textbooks and other personal
resources for their children while attending school. In recognition that these
costs can be high, the school operates a Student Resource Scheme (the
“scheme”) that enables a parent to enter into an agreement with the school
that, for a specified annual participation fee, provides for the temporary use
by the student of prescribed textbooks and/or other resources, and/or the
purchase of consumables and materials for the student.
3.
A Student Resource Scheme is separate to and distinct from a request for a
voluntary financial contribution.
Benefits of the Scheme
4.
The purpose of the scheme is to provide the parent with a cost effective
alternative to purchasing textbooks and/or resources elsewhere, through
reduced prices gained from the school’s bulk purchasing practices.
5.
The scheme also ensures that students have consistent personal resources
for their education, and saves the parent time and money in sourcing the
prescribed materials elsewhere.
6.
The scheme is not used to raise funds for other purposes, and revenue
collected through the scheme is applied only to the operation of the scheme.
Participation in the Scheme
7.
Participation in the scheme is voluntary, and there is no obligation on a
parent to participate in the scheme. A parent’s decision to participate or not
is based on consideration of the value afforded to them by the scheme.
8.
The completed and signed Participation Agreement Form should be returned
to the school by the advertised date to indicate participation or nonparticipation in the scheme.
9.
If a parent chooses to participate in the scheme and completes the
Participation Agreement Form, a fee will be due and payable by the parent
for the items provided by the scheme to the student.
10. Payment of the participation fee is a requirement for continued participation
in the scheme. An unpaid fee will be subject to the school’s debt collection
processes.
11. A parent who does not wish to participate in the student resource scheme
shall inform the school by completing the Participation Agreement Form and
returning it to the Administration Office. Arrangements will be made for the
parents of students in Years 7 to 12 or of secondary education age to be
paid the value of the Textbook and Resource Allowance for each of their
eligible children.
12. A parent who chooses not to participate in the scheme is responsible for
providing the student with all items that would otherwise be provided to the
student by the scheme as detailed on the Year Level Requirements List
and/or Subject Requirements List, to enable the student to engage with the
curriculum.
Parents and Citizens’ Association Support of the Scheme
13. The operation of the Student Resource Scheme is discussed annually at a
meeting of the Parents and Citizens’ Association. Parents are extended an
invitation to attend this meeting and provided with an opportunity to express
their opinions. A vote is taken at this meeting on supporting the operation of
the scheme.
Textbook and Resource Allowance
14. The Queensland Government provides financial assistance to parents of
students in Years 7 to 12 or of secondary education age, attending State
and approved non-State schools, to offset the costs of textbooks and other
resources. Assistance is provided in the form of a Textbook and Resource
Allowance which is paid once a calendar year through the school. Parents
have the option to receive the allowance directly from the school or as an
offset of fees associated with participation in the school's Student Resource
Scheme. This option is made available to each parent annually by the
school. Current allowance rates are available from:
http://education.qld.gov.au/finance/grants/fund/garp/html/par-stu.html
Payment Arrangements
15. Payment of the participation fee may be made by EFTPOS (Debit Card;
MasterCard; Visa; American Express where accepted by the school),
cheque, or cash.
16. Payment may be made through the QParents portal using a credit card.
Payment will be directed from the QParents portal to BPOINT where
relevant outstanding invoice information may be selected.
17. When paying by BPOINT, please use the Customer Reference Number
(CRN) and invoice number printed on the invoice received from the school. If
unsure of your CRN, please contact the school.

18.

19.

20.

21.
22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.
31.
32.

33.

34.

35.

36.
37.

38.

Payment of the participation fee may be made in whole or by instalment as
indicated on the Participation Agreement Form or for another amount as
approved by the Principal.
For payments made in person by cash, cheque or credit/debit card, a receipt
will be provided to the payer. Where payments are received by other
methods, a receipt will be provided on request. All receipts and
documentation on the scheme should be retained by the parent for future
reference and possible taxation purposes.
Parent Experiencing Financial Difficulties
A parent wishing to participate in the Student Resource Scheme and
experiencing financial hardship is encouraged to contact the principal to
discuss how their financial obligations can be met throughout the school
year, or to negotiate alternative arrangements that may be available to
accommodate their individual circumstances. Centrelink deduction is a
payment option offered by the school. All discussions will be held in the
strictest confidence.
The onus of proof of being so affected is on the parent, and might include a
current Health Care Card or other evidence to establish financial hardship.
Any concessions given to the participation fee will be at the discretion of the
Principal.
Terms and Conditions of Participation in the Scheme
Payment of the prescribed fee implies acceptance of the Student Resource
Scheme including the Terms and Conditions irrespective of whether or not
the signed form has been returned.
For the purposes of the scheme, where a student is living independent of
his/her parents, reference in the terms and conditions to “parent” is a
reference to the independent student.
Where a parent chooses to join the scheme and completes a Participation
Agreement Form, an annual participation fee will be due and payable by the
parent to the Student Resource Scheme.
In return for payment of the participation fee, the scheme will provide the
participating student with textbooks and/or resources, consumables and
materials as listed on the Year Level Requirements List and/or Subject
Requirements List as being provided by the scheme, when due for the
student’s use.
Payment of the participation fee is to be made according to the payment
arrangement option indicated by the parent on the Participation Agreement
Form, or as otherwise approved by the Principal.
Non-payment of the participation fee by the designated payment date(s) will
generate a reminder notice to the parent from the school at intervals of 30
days overdue and 60 days overdue. The Principal may thereafter undertake
debt recovery action for the overdue participation fee including, where
warranted, referral to an external debt collection agency. This may result in
extra costs being incurred by the parent.
Without limiting any other action the Principal may take in accordance with
these terms and conditions, subject to 26 above, the Principal may withdraw
a student’s participation in the scheme due to non-payment of a participation
fee, and/or may require the return of items provided by the scheme for the
temporary use of the student, and/or may withhold the giving of any further
items under the scheme until the debt is paid.
The Principal may refuse to admit a student to the scheme where
participation fees are overdue from the previous year’s scheme.
Where participation fees are overdue, the Principal has the discretion to
exclude a student from an optional school activity.
The scheme provides the entire package for the specified participation fee,
and is not available in parts unless specifically provided for by the school in
the fee structure.
All textbooks and resources provided for temporary use by the scheme
remain the property of the scheme and shall be returned at the end of the
course or school year or when the student leaves the school, whichever is
the earlier. Where an item is not returned, the parent will be responsible for
payment to the scheme of the replacement cost of the item. Failure to make
payment may result in debt recovery action being undertaken.
Textbooks and other resources provided for temporary student use by the
scheme shall be kept in good condition by the student. The school
Administration Office shall be notified immediately of the loss or negligent
damage to any issued item. Where an issued item is lost or negligently
damaged, parents will be responsible for payment to the scheme of the
replacement cost of the item. Failure to make payment may result in debt
recovery action being undertaken.
The parent is responsible for supplying the student with any additional
student materials that are not provided by the Student Resource Scheme, as
indicated on the Year Level Requirements List and/or Subject Requirements
List or otherwise advised by the school.
If a student enters the scheme after the first week of school, a pro-rata
participation fee will apply, calculated on a 40-week school year basis.
If a student, having paid a participation fee, leaves the school through the
year, a pro-rata refund will be made to the parent, calculated on the
participation fee paid, less the cost of consumed materials and the
replacement cost of scheme items that are lost or negligently damaged or
not returned, plus the pro-rata Textbook and Resource Allowance calculated
on a 40-week school year basis.
As the scheme operates for the benefit of participating parents and is funded
solely from participation fees, resources provided by the scheme will not be
issued to students whose parents choose not to participate in the scheme.
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JUNIOR SCHOOL - PREP
STUDENT RESOURCE SCHEME 2019
Junior School Prep Student Resource Scheme for 2019 will be $140. This is the equivalent of $3.50 per week.
A breakdown of the Scheme is outlined below:

Amount

Student Resource Scheme Charges

$10

Calamvale Community College Student Organiser which is produced for the College (with
toughened polypropylene covers and extra strong spiral binding)

$45

Reproduced class workbooks/worksheets/reusable hands on workcard and teacher prepared
material which complement and/or substitute books

$45

Practical learning experience materials e.g. classroom projects, cooking, art and craft,
manipulative resources

$20

Equipment e.g. iPods, audiovisual equipment, digital cameras, video cameras, Beebots.

$20

Matific $10 and Literacy Planet $10

$140

Total Cost

The scheme does not cover items listed on the stationery list, excursions, camps

JUNIOR SCHOOL YEAR 1 - 3
STUDENT RESOURCE SCHEME 2019
Junior School Student Resource Scheme for 2019 will be $110. This is the equivalent of $2.75 per week. A
breakdown of the Scheme is outlined below:

Amount

Student Resource Scheme Charges

$10

Calamvale Community College Student Organiser which is produced for the College (with
toughened polypropylene covers and extra strong spiral binding)

$30

Reproduced class workbooks and worksheets and teacher prepared material which complement
and/or substitute books

$25

Practical learning experience materials e.g. classroom projects, cooking, art and craft

$20

Digital Device access including iPads, Beebots.

$25
$110

 Matific
 Reading Eggs/Literacy Planet
 24/7 Access to online subscriptions
Total Cost

The scheme does not cover items listed on the stationery list, excursions, camps
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JUNIOR SCHOOL YEAR 4 - 6
STUDENT RESOURCE SCHEME 2019
Junior School Student Resource Scheme for 2019 will be $160. This is the equivalent of $4.00 per week. A
breakdown of the Scheme is outlined below:

Amount

Student Resource Scheme Charges

$10

Calamvale Community College Student Organiser which is produced for the College (with
toughened polypropylene covers and extra strong spiral binding)

$40

Reproduced class workbooks and worksheets and teacher prepared material which complement
and/or substitute books


$50

$35

$25
$160





Access to Wi-Fi which includes increased bandwidth capacity, programs under licence
provided to students, Education Queensland filtering, security and technical support.
Coordination of Positive Education progam
Cyber-safety tuition program.
Design and digital equipment eg. Coding equipment and STEM materials



Practical learning experience materials e.g. classroom projects, cooking, art and craft and
sporting equipment





Matific
Literacy Planet
24/7 Access to online subscriptions

Total Cost

The scheme does not cover items listed on the stationery list, excursions, camps
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SECONDARY SCHOOL
PLEASE NOTE: Textbooks and printed workbooks are not just the domain of ATAR
subjects. All subjects undertaken have the approval of the QCAA and work programs will
have been designed from or referenced through textbooks. Some texts will be a year long
issue, some for a term, others used daily or weekly for specific units of work. Every student
will have the need of teacher prepared handouts, worksheets and assignment task sheets to
allow for delivery of and assessment in their subjects.

YEAR 7 STUDENT RESOURCE SCHEME 2019
Junior Secondary School Student Resource Scheme for 2019 will be $250. This is the equivalent of $6.25 per
week. A breakdown of the Scheme is outlined below:

Amount

Student Resource Scheme Charges

$10

Administration of Student Resource Scheme

$10

Calamvale Community College Student Organiser which is produced for the College and includes
tips on how to study and information on policies and procedures (with toughened polypropylene
covers and extra strong spiral binding).

$10

Student ID Card

$23

Reproduced class workbooks and worksheets and teacher prepared material which complement
and/or substitute textbooks for English, LOTE and Technology and Arts.


$92

Access to Wi-Fi which includes increased bandwidth capacity, programs under licence
provided to students, Education Queensland filtering, security and technical support.

Coordination of Positive Education program and well-being lessons including guest speakers;

Coordination of elective/sports program and provision of practical materials or sporting
equipment.

Cyber-safety tuition program.
Year 7 Jacaranda Digital Text Bundle. Refer below.

$20

HOTMaths and Literacy Planet inclusive of off-campus access

$85

$250

SUBJECT

Total Cost

PRICE

TITLE
(Novels supplied by College)
 Picture This by Tristan Bancks
 The Rabbits by John Marsden and Shaun Tan
 Black Snake: The Daring of Ned Kelly by Carole Wilkinson
English 7 LearnON(Online) (Jacaranda Bundle)
Jacaranda Maths Quest 7 Aus Curric 3E LearnON (Online) + AssessON
Maths Quest 7 Aus Curric 2E (Online) Value Pack (Jacaranda Bundle)
Jacaranda Science Quest 7 AC 3e learnON (Jacaranda Bundle)

$
$
$

18.50
14.98
16.62

$

64.95

$

44.95

$

34.95

HISTORY

Jacaranda Economics & Business Alive 7 Australian Curriculum learnON
(Jacaranda Bundle)
Jacaranda History Alive 7 AC 2e learnON (Jacaranda Bundle)

$

44.95

GEOGRAPHY

Jacaranda Geography Alive 7 AC 2e learnON (Jacaranda Bundle)

$

44.95

ENGLISH

MATHS
SCIENCE
BUSINESS

The scheme does not cover items listed on the stationery list, excursions, camps
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YEAR 8 STUDENT RESOURCE SCHEME 2019
Junior Secondary School Student Resource Scheme for 2019 will be $175. This is the equivalent of $4.38 per
week. A breakdown of the Scheme is outlined below:

Amount

Student Resource Scheme Charges

$10

Administration of Student Resource Scheme

$10

Calamvale Community College Student Organiser which is produced for the College and includes
tips on how to study and information on policies and procedures (with toughened polypropylene
covers and extra strong spiral binding).

$10

Student ID Card

$40

Reproduced class workbooks and worksheets and teacher prepared material which complement
and/or substitute textbooks for English, HPE, Humanities, Science LOTE and Technology and
Arts.


$85

$20
$175

Access to Wi-Fi which includes increased bandwidth capacity, programs under licence
provided to students, Education Queensland filtering, security and technical support.

Coordination of Positive Education program and well-being lessons including guest speakers;

Coordination of elective/sports program and provision of practical materials or sporting
equipment.

Cyber-safety tuition program.
HOTMaths and Literacy Planet inclusive of off-campus access
Total Cost

SUBJECT
ENGLISH

PRICE

TITLE








Hunger Games by Suzanne Collins
Holes by Louis Sachar
Now by Morris Glietzman
Tribes
Mister Monday by Garth Nix
Don’t Call Me Ishmael by Michael Bauer
Blue Lights Clear Atoms: Poetry for Senior Students by Peter
McFarlane

$
$
$
$
$
$
$

15.10
16.18
16.00
29.53
14.15
16.95
41.95

SCIENCE

Pearson Science 8 Student Book with Reader+ (2e)

$

56.95

BUSINESS

Jacaranda Economics & Business Alive 8 Australian Curriculum learnON

$

34.95

HISTORY

Pearson History 8 Student Book with Reader+

$

64.95

GEOGRAPHY

Pearson Geography 8 Student Book with Reader+

$

64.95

The scheme does not cover items listed on the stationery list, excursions, camps
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YEAR 9 STUDENT RESOURCE SCHEME 2019
Junior Secondary School Student Resource Scheme for 2019 will be $175. This is the equivalent of $4.38 per
week. A breakdown of the Scheme is outlined below:

Amount

Student Resource Scheme Charges

$10

Administration of Student Resource Scheme

$10

Calamvale Community College Student Organiser which is produced for the College and includes
tips on how to study and information on policies and procedures (with toughened polypropylene
covers and extra strong spiral binding).

$10

Student ID Card

$40

Reproduced class workbooks and worksheets and teacher prepared material which complement
and/or substitute textbooks for English, HPE, Humanities, Science LOTE and Technology and
Arts.


$85

$20
$175

Access to Wi-Fi which includes increased bandwidth capacity, programs under licence
provided to students, Education Queensland filtering, security and technical support.

Coordination of Positive Education program and well-being lessons including guest speakers;

Coordination of elective/sports program and provision of practical materials or sporting
equipment.

Cyber-safety tuition program.
HOTMaths and Literacy Planet inclusive of off-campus access
Total Cost

SUBJECT
ENGLISH

PRICE

TITLE










The Knife of Never Letting Go by Patrick Ness
World Shaker by Richard Harland
The Outsiders by S.E. Hinton
Animal Farm by George Orwell
Blood Brothers by Russell Willy
DNA (school edition) by Dennis Kelly
12 Angry Men by Reginald Rose
So Much To Tell You by John Marsden
Blue Lights Clear Atoms: Poetry for Senior Students by Peter
McFarlane

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

24.60
17.24
18.50
17.00
18.00
25.00
19.25
12.00
41.95

SCIENCE

Pearson Science 9 Student Book with Reader+ (2e)

$

56.95

BUSINESS

Jacaranda Economics & Business Alive 9 Australian Curriculum learnON

$

34.95

HISTORY

Pearson History 9 Student Book with Reader+

$

64.95

GEOGRAPHY

Pearson Geography 9 Student Book with Reader+

$

64.95

The scheme does not cover items listed on the stationery list, excursions, camps
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YEAR 10 - STUDENT RESOURCE SCHEME 2019
Senior Secondary School Student Resource Scheme for 2019 will be $180. This is the equivalent of $4.50 per
week. A breakdown of the scheme is outlined below:

Amount

Student Resource Scheme Charges

$10

Administration of Student Resource Scheme.

$10

Calamvale Community College Student Organiser which is produced for the College and includes tips on
how to study and information on policies and procedures (with toughened polypropylene covers and
extra strong spiral binding).

$10

Student ID Card

$40

$30

$80

$180



Reproduced class materials inclusive of in class/take home resources for use in – English,
Mathematics, HPE, Humanities, and Science. This equates to $8.00 per subject.



Access to and usage of specialised equipment and consumable resources in subjects that do not
attract an additional charge.



Provides student access to reference material, textbooks and curriculum software for English
including poetry and reading books.



Access to Wi-Fi which includes increased bandwidth capacity, programs under licence provided to
students, Education Queensland filtering, security and technical support.
Coordination of Positive Education program and wellbeing lessons including guest speakers;
Coordination of elective/sports program and provision of practical materials or sporting equipment.
Cyber-safety tuition program.





Total Cost

SUBJECT

PRICE

TITLE

ENGLISH





Romeo and Juliet by William Shakespeare
The Oxford Book of English Verse by Christopher Ricks
1984 by George Orwell

$
$
$

17.95
36.40
18.00

ENGLISH
ESSENTIAL




Tomorrow When the War Began by John Marsden
The Boy in the Striped Pyjamas by John Boyne

$
$

21.00
18.19

HISTORY

Pearson History 10 Student Book with Reader+

$

64.95

GEOGRAPHY

Pearson Geography 10 Student Book with Reader+

$

64.95

PED

Queensland Senior Physical Education 3rd Edition + CD (Year 10 -12)

$

87.50

The scheme does not cover items listed on the stationery list, excursions, camps or Senior School Subject/Module charges.
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YEAR 11 - STUDENT RESOURCE SCHEME 2019
Senior Secondary School Student Resource Scheme for 2019 will be $185. This is the equivalent of $4.63 per
week. A breakdown of the scheme is outlined below:

Amount

Student Resource Scheme Charges

$10

Administration of Student Resource Scheme.

$10

Calamvale Community College Student Organiser which is produced for the College and includes tips on
how to study and information on policies and procedures (with toughened polypropylene covers and
extra strong spiral binding).

$10

Student ID Card

$30

$45



Reproduced class materials inclusive of in class/take home resources for use.



Access to and usage of specialised equipment and consumable resources in subjects that do not
attract an additional charge.
Provides student access to reference material, textbooks and curriculum software for English
including poetry and reading books.




$80

$185





Access to Wi-Fi which includes increased bandwidth capacity, programs under licence provided to
students, Education Queensland filtering, security and technical support.
Coordination of Positive Education program and wellbeing lessons including guest speakers;
Coordination of elective/sports program and provision of practical materials or sporting equipment.
Cyber-safety tuition program.

Total Cost

SUBJECT
ENGLISH

PRICE

TITLE








The Oxford Book of English Verse by Christopher Ricks
The Messenger by Markus Zusack
Fahrenheit 451 by Ray Bradbury
Deadly Unna by Phillip Gwynne
Blue Lights Clear Atoms: Poetry for Senior Students by Peter
McFarlane
Plays from Black Australia by Jack Davis
Persepolis by Marjane Satrapi

$
$
$
$
$
$
$

17.95
16.50
16.25
18.00
41.95
29.95
20.90

The scheme does not cover items listed on the stationery list, excursions, camps or Senior School Subject/Module charges.
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YEAR 12 - STUDENT RESOURCE SCHEME 2019
Senior Secondary School Student Resource Scheme for 2019 will be $170. This is the equivalent of $4.25 per
week. A breakdown of the scheme is outlined below:

Amount

Student Resource Scheme Charges

$10

Administration of Student Resource Scheme.

$10

Calamvale Community College Student Organiser which is produced for the College and includes tips on
how to study and information on policies and procedures (with toughened polypropylene covers and
extra strong spiral binding).

$10

Student ID Card

$40

$20

$80

$170



Reproduced class materials inclusive of in class/take home resources for use.



Access to and usage of specialised equipment and consumable resources in subjects that do not
attract an additional charge.



Provides student access to reference material, textbooks and curriculum software for English
including poetry and reading books



Access to Wi-Fi which includes increased bandwidth capacity, programs under licence provided to
students, Education Queensland filtering, security and technical support.
Coordination of Positive Education program and wellbeing lessons including guest speakers;
Coordination of elective/sports program and provision of practical materials or sporting equipment.
Cyber-safety tuition program.





Total Cost

SUBJECT
ENGLISH

PRICE

TITLE





Othello by William Shakespeare
The Kite Runner by Khaled Hosseini
Macbeth by William Shakespeare
Pride and Prejudice by Jane Austen

$
$
$
$

5.90
20.00
11.80
8.95

CHEMISTRY

Heinemann Qld Science Project: Chemistry A Contextual Approach 2Nd Ed $
(Year 11 & 12)

PHYSICS

New Century Senior Physics Textbook & CD Concepts in Context Second $ 114.95
Edition (Year 11 & 12)

Heinemann Qld Science Project: Biology - A Contextual Approach Textbook $
(Year 11 & 12)
ACCOUNTING Accounting: An Introductory Framework Units 3 & 4 Student Book (Year 10 $
– 12)
PED
Queensland Senior Physical Education 3rd Edition + CD (Year 10 -12)
$
BIOLOGY

94.95

95.95
77.95
87.50

The scheme does not cover items listed on the stationery list, excursions, camps or Senior School Subject/Module charges.
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Refund Guidelines for Excursions and Camps
At Calamvale Community College, we are committed to providing a safe and supportive learning
environment for students, staff and volunteers. This commitment includes the health and safety of
staff and students when conducting curriculum activities in the College or in other locations.
College excursions and camps enhance a student’s learning by providing opportunities for the
student to participate in activities, both curriculum-related and recreational, outside the normal
school routine. All planned school excursions are approved by the Principal and endorsed by the
Parents and Citizens Association.
State Schools are able to charge a fee for:


An educational service including materials and consumables not defined as instruction,
administration and facilities for the education of the student;



An education service purchased from a provider other than the school where the provider
charges the school; and



A specialized educational program.

School fees for excursions and camps are calculated on a cost recovery only basis, according to
the number of students who have indicated their attendance.
Participation of students in an excursion or camp is indicated through payment of the excursion
or camp fee and provision of a permission form completed by the parent/carer.
As the school budget cannot meet any shortfalls in funding for an excursion or camp due to the
subsequent non-participation of a student who had previously indicated attendance of the
activity, fees already paid for an excursion or school camp may be refunded in full or in part or
not at all, having regard to the associated expenses incurred and the circumstances of the nonparticipation.
If a parent/carer wishes to apply for a refund due to their child’s non-participation in an excursion
or camp activity, they may do so by completing a Request for Refund form available from the
school office. Where possible, the request should include the receipt relating to the payment for
which a refund is being sought.
It is preferred that refunds be made as a credit against the student’s account at the school, and used
for any cost in the future. Refunds of $10.00 or less will automatically be credited against the
student’s account. You will be advised accordingly when this occurs.
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PAYMENT OPTIONS













PAYING IN PERSON : Payment by Credit Card, Debit Card, and Cash
 Payment can be made at the Finance Room in the Administration Building, Monday to Friday
between the hours of 8.00am and 12.00midday
 EFTPOS facilities are available

PAYING BY CREDIT CARD INSTALMENTS:
 Complete Credit Card details on SRS Participation Form
 Call the BPOINT on 1300 631 073 during office hours
 Please have your credit card details with you when you call
 Accepted cards are VISA, Mastercard (Amex is not accepted)
 Return form to the Finance office.
PAYMENT BY DIRECT DEBIT via BPOINT: Payment by Credit Card/Debit Card Only
 Complete Credit Card details on SRS Participation Form
 Via EDDR – The College will send parents an EDDR link
 Return form to the Finance office.

PAYMENT BY PHONE via BPOINT: Payment by Credit Card/Debit Card Only
 Call the BPOINT on 1300 631 073 during office hours
 Please have your credit card details with you when you call
 Accepted cards are VISA, Mastercard (Amex is not accepted)

PAYING BY CENTRELINK: Minimum $20 per transfer
 Complete the Centrepay deduction form and return to College’s finance office
 Complete the SRS Participation Form and return to the College’s finance office.

PAYING BY PAYMENT PLAN: Minimum $20 per fortnight
 Complete the SRS Participation Form
 Visit the College’s finance office or telephone the College’s finance office, on 3712 6332 to discuss
payment plan discretion is assured.
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